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MICHIGAN: This file photo shows John Krafcik, CEO of Waymo at a press con-
ference at the 2017 North American International Auto Show in Detroit,
Michigan. —AFP

SAN FRANCISCO: Alphabet-owned
Waymo is putting its autonomous driving
expertise to work in trucking, in a new
track for the unit  formerly known as
Google Car. Tests taking place currently at
a private track in California are to be fol-
lowed up by trying out rigs, with drivers
ready to take the wheels, on roads in
Arizona later this year,  according to
Waymo.

“We’re taking our eight years of experi-
ence in building self-driving hardware and
software and conducting a technical
exploration into how our technology can
integrate into a truck,” a Waymo spokesper-
son told AFP Friday. The move ramps up
Waymo’s challenge to on-demand ride
service Uber, which has been investing in
technology for self-driving cars and trucks
as part of its vision for the future of the San
Francisco-based company.

U b e r  t h i s  w e e k  s a i d  t h a t  i t  f i r e d
e n g i n e e r  A n t h o n y  Le v a n d o w s k i ,
accused in a trade secrets suit involv-
ing files he purportedly purloined from
Waymo before leaving to establish a
start-up focused on self-driving trucks.
The case stems from a lawsuit filed in
Februar y by Waymo claiming former
manager Levandowski took a trove of
technical data with him when he left to
launch a competing venture that went
o n  t o  b e c o m e  O t t o  a n d  w a s  l a t e r
acquired by Uber.

Waymo argued in the lawsuit that a
“calculated theft” of its technology net-
ted Otto a buyout of more than $500
million and enabled Uber to revive a
stal led self-driving car program. US-
based Tesla is also stepping up efforts in
autonomous driving and is set to launch
its first semi-truck in September.—AFP

Waymo turning tech talent 
to self-driving trucks

Canon Middle East, world leader in
imaging solutions, has introduces two
new DSLR cameras to the EOS family -
the EOS 77D and EOS 800D. Combining
leading imaging technologies, includ-
ing a 24.2-megapixel APS-C CMOS sen-
sor and DIGIC 7 processor, the EOS 77D
offers high-end performance and full
control and is ideal if you’re looking to
upgrade your kit and refine your skills,
while the EOS 800D is great way to
start your first DSLR journey. Alongside
the cameras, Canon welcomes the EF-S
18-55mm f/4-5.6 IS STM - the smallest
non-retractable DSLR kit lens of its
focal range - as well as the Remote
Controller BR-E1, perfect for remote
capture with no line of sight up to 5m
away.

Quality, detail and speed
With the same sensor technology

found in the iconic EOS 80D and Canon’s
latest processor - DIGIC 7 - both cameras
capture scenes in impressive quality,
with richer detail,  while being fast
enough to ensure a crystal clear image.
Boasting the world’s fastest auto focus
using Live View mode at an astonishing
0.03 seconds, the cameras deliver pin-
sharp precision, and with the ability to
shoot at six frames a second fast moving
subjects are captured with ease.

For low light shots from sunrise to
sunset, the cameras let you shoot up to
ISO 25,600 - extendable to 51,200 - and
capture every scene without struggle.
For some shots, detail is everything, and
with 45 cross-type AF points the cameras

focus quickly, track moving objects accu-
rately, and capturing razor sharp images.
Both cameras also include 7560-pixel
RGB+IR metering to detect fine details
such as skin tone and offer accurate
exposure.

Take a bite out of Hollywood
You can capture an exceptional level

of detail and smooth motion in movies
as well as stills, catching fast moving
subjects in Full HD 60p and HDR Movie
Shooting. Whether it’s safari, sport or
sunny scenes on the beach, Dual Pixel
CMOS AF tracks subjects as they move,
focusing smoothly for professional-look-
ing results. For shooting movies on the
go 5-axis digital image stabilizer irons
out camera movements when shooting

hand-held movies.
To help make the camera your own,

the EOS 77D is offers full control, with
dual control wheels to adjust settings
like aperture and shutter speed, and top
panel LCD to help you see every setting.
For less seasoned photographers, the
EOS 800D’s guided interface teaches you
how camera settings work as you shoot,
transforming your photography and
helping you grow in skill.

Shoot, connect, share
NFC and Wi-Fi lets you simply share

images and movies to compatible smart
devices or a Canon Connect Station
before editing and sharing with the
world. For a constant connection,
Bluetooth lets you turn on and browse

photos without having to take the cam-
era from your bag, or operate it remotely
via a smart device or the new Remote
Controller BR-E1.

Extend your photography range
The new EF-S 18-55mm f/4-5.6 IS STM

kit lens is an ideal lens to get started
with and complements an all-rounder
DSLR with the capability to shoot a wide
range of pictures, from landscape to
portraits. The smallest1 in its class, the
lens is packed with a 4-stop Image
Stabilizer for steady low-light or full
zoom shots, seven blade circular aper-
ture for pleasing background blur in
portraits. For video scenes Servo AF with
near-silent STM is perfect for focusing
without distracting noise.

Quality is king with Canon’s DSLRs, lens

NEW YORK: The food industry is
turning to the same technology
used by virtual currencies to
strengthen food safety and invento-
ry management by tracking meats
and crops from farm to table.
Working with IBM, retail giant Wal-
Mart Stores is testing the technolo-
gy system on mangos in the United
States and pork in China. 

Blockchain, the underlying tech-
nology behind virtual currency bit-
coin, is a digital system that allows
counter parties to transact using
individual codes for goods. 

“I see a lot of potential to create
what I call a digital and transparent
food system,” said Wal-Mart food
safety vice president Frank Yiannas.
The technology enables different
parties in the supply chain to share
details such as the date an animal
was slaughtered or the weather con-
ditions at harvest time. Data can be
stored through a photograph on a
smartphone that is transmitted onto
a dedicated platform. The system
also can also counter fraud and mis-
taken deliveries, champions of the
technology say.

“The advantage of blockchain is
that the ledger is immediately
updated and all the parties have
access to the latest information,” said
Bill Fearnley, Jr. an expert at market

intelligence firm IDC. Supporters of
blockchain are especially keen to
address salmonella and other food
safety problems that can cause
health scares that weigh on corpo-
rate reputation and damage sales.
The technology allows a more effi-

cient response if there is a problem,
enabling companies to locate the
source of an incident more quickly,
Yiannas said. 

He pointed to a 2006 case where
it took hundreds of investigators
and two weeks to identify the
source of bad spinach under a

paper-based system. But blockchain
“generally takes days to trace,”
Yiannas said. “The more accurately
you can track food, the better.” 

Demand for transparency 
The other great virtue of

blockchain is enhanced transparen-
cy by letting consumers look up key
information on where food comes
from, an asset amid growing con-
cerns about genetically-modified
crops and artificial ingredients. That
additional transparency also can
help promote more desirable prac-

tices. British online startup
Provenance used blockchain tech-
nology to test tuna caught in
Indonesia to help corroborate
claims the fish were responsibly
caught.

The technology also has been
embraced by companies in the jew-
elry business to fight the sale of so-
called “conflict diamonds,” which
come from war-torn regions. “Our
goal is to provide transparency at
every step of a diamond’s journey
and ultimately re-shape the way we
trade diamonds globally,” said
Leanne Kemp chief executive of
Everledger, a British company that
tracks diamonds from the mines to
jewelry stores. But to completely
function as a system, all the parties
need to participate, Fearnley said. 

Danish shipping giant Maersk
estimates the technology could
save billions of dollars by eliminat-
ing fraud and incorrect deliveries. It
is testing the technology with con-
tainer ships between Kenya and the
Netherlands. But the transition will
require investment. A refrigerated
product raised in Africa and
shipped to Europe requires at least
30 people with some 200 interac-
tions among parties, including cus-
toms, taxes, and food safety over-
sight.—AFP

Blockchain seen as 
tool in food safety
Bitcoin allows transacting using individual codes for goods

Japan launches satellite
in bid for super 

accurate GPS system
TOKYO: Japan successfully launched a satell ite
Thursday as part of a broader effort to build a home-
grown geolocation system that boosts the accuracy of
car navigation systems and smartphone maps to mere
centimeters. An H-IIA rocket blasted off Thursday
morning from the Tanegashima space centre in south-
ern Japan carrying the “Michibiki” No.2 satellite, which
was later released into orbit. “The launch was a suc-
cess,” a Cabinet Office spokeswoman said.

Satellite geolocation systems, initially designed for
the US military, now power countless civilian applica-
tions, from car navigation to internet browsing on
mobile phones. Japan relies on the US-operated
Global Positioning System (GPS). Thursday’s launch
was part of a broader plan to build a domestic ver-
sion with four satellites focusing on the country and
wider region.

The first satellite was put into orbit in 2010 and the
third and fourth are to be launched by March 2018 to
start the service. The Japan-built system will still need
to operate in tandem with GPS. Though GPS is widely
used in Japan, having supplementary satellites is
important in a country where mountainous terrain
and high buildings may interfere with its signals.

Michibiki, meaning guidance in Japanese, can cov-
er the Asia-Oceania region and is intended for civilian
use. “After we establish the four-satellite network, its
use can expand into self-driving cars, agriculture,
construction and other fields,” Yosuke Tsuruho, a state
minister in charge of space policy, told reporters,
according to Jiji Press. Japan plans to boost the num-
ber of its  satell ites in orbit  to seven by around
2023.—AFP

JAPAN: The H-IIA rocket blasts off from the Tanegashima space centre in
Kagoshima Prefecture, southern Japan carrying the ‘Michibiki’ No.2
satellite. —AFP

The attack on 200,000 plus computers across
more than 120 countries around the world by the
WannaCry ransomware certainly got the attention
of governments, media, consumers and law
enforcement. But the actual impact could have
been so much worse. Much ink is still being
expended trying to determine who
was responsible and what their
motives were and many believe this
might have been the act of inexperi-
enced hackers who lost control of
their creation. 

Certainly, at the time of writing,
none of the ransom has been collect-
ed from the bitcoin accounts victims
were encouraged to send their mon-
ey too. But while WannaCry could
have been so much worse in impact,
what is clear is that the base exploit
code it uses was part of a batch stolen
by Shadow Brokers in April 2017 from
the US National SecurityAgency’s (NSA) Equation
Group and potentially last month’s attack could be
just the tip of the iceberg.

Earlier in May 2017 CERT EU (The EU’s
Computer Emergency Response Team) reported
on a worm identified in the wild which has
reportedly spread using exploit code leaked by
Shadow Brokers in a similar fashion to WannaCry.
CERT EU referred to this malware as “BlueDoom”,
but its internal name was reportedly
“EternalRocks”. In addition to the EternalBlue
Server Message Block (SMB) exploit used by
WannaCry, EnternalRocks has reportedly also
employed at least three additional exploits

leaked by the Shadow Brokers: EternalChampion,
EternalRomance and EternalSynergy as part of its
propagation process. All three of these exploits
were developed to target SMB remote code
execution vulnerabilities in Windows XP, all of
which were patched in Microsoft’s Apr 2017

MS17-010 release. 
However, unlike WannaCry, fol-

lowing a successful exploitation
and subsequent deployment of
the DOUBLEPULSAR backdoor on
an infected machine the malware
has reportedly not deployed any
additional payload. Why no pay-
load is being deployed is unclear
but we can speculate that
EternalRocks was likely intended to
be used to establish a presence on
a large number of machines in
order to facilitate the deployment
of second-stage payloads some-

time later. 
What that payload might be and what its

function is are not clear and it remains to be seen
how the actors responsible for developing this
worm will exploit their access to infected
machines. What is clear is that this development
highlights that the Eternal suite of Equation
Group exploits and other technical assets leaked
by the Shadow Brokers will almost certainly con-
tinue to pose a threat beyond WannaCry. Users
and organizations which have not already imple-
mented the relevant Microsoft patches and miti-
gations on the back of EternalBlueare advised to
do so quickly.

WannaCry might be 
the tip of the iceberg

Rick Holland


